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1. $50 1861 CSA, T-4 Montgomery. An 
ultra-cool example of an ultra-scarce 
note. This note has the giant rubber stamp 
cancellation on the face and the back has 
the endorsement of Custom House New 
Orleans. PMG VF 20. ....................... $9995

2. $20 1863 LT, Fr.126b, Liberty w/Sword 
+ Shield. Lovely early Legal with great 
eye appeal, far better than average margins, 
and vivid colors. Faces up like an original 
Unc; offered at a fraction of the price. 
Interest-free terms available. PMG Ch Abt 
Unc 58. ........................................ $11,995

3. $20 1863 LT, Fr. 126, Liberty w/Sword 
+ Shield. Scarce note from the Civil War 
era with only 50 reported in the census in 
all grades. Many come with objectionable 
flaws, but despite the comment of ‘minor 
restoration’ on this one, we are unable to 
identify any evidence of a cosmetically-
improved imperfection. Note looks great 
from both sides. PMG VF 25. ............ $6450

4. $10 1880 LT, Fr. 113, Jackass. Turn it 
upside down and watch the eagle evolve 
into a floppy-eared donkey. Exceptional 
Paper Quality designation earned on this 
fully-original and wildly popular design. PMG 
Gem Unc 65EPQ. ............................ $3995

5. $10 1880 LT, Fr. 110. “Jackass” note 
boasts cherry red seal, blue serials, spot on 
centering and genuinely appears nicer than 
the assigned grade. Ideal candidate for any 
circulated type set. PMG VF 30. ........ $1995

6. $1 1875 LT, Fr.26, Pink Filigree. Early ace 
with the pink filigree that’s often sought by 
collectors. PCGS-B Ch AU 58. .......... $1595

7. $1 1878 LT, Fr.27, Pink Filigree. Nearly 
identical to above, but this one crossed the 
Unc threshold. PMG Ch Unc 63. ....... $1595

8. $1 1880 LT, Fr. 30, Brown Spiked Seal. 
Large brown seal on this Bruce-Wyman 
signed ace that has only a tiny whisper of a 
center bend. PMG Abt Unc 55. ......... $1495

9. $2 1880 LT, Fr. 51, Pearl Bracelet. 
Same seal design and would pair perfectly 
with above. Looks Unc. PMG Ch Abt 
Unc 58. ........................................... $1950

10. $1 1891 TN, Fr. 352, Stanton. Perfectly 
original open back Treasury Ace with a 

prominent paper wave and deep embossing 
which earned it the coveted Exceptional 
Paper Quality. PMG Gem Unc 65EPQ. . $2495

11. $2 1891 TN, Fr. 357, McPherson. Bold 
inks appear ont his delightful deuce that 
face up considerably nicer than its assigned 
grade. PCGS-B VF 30. ..................... $1595

12. $5 1891 TN, Fr. 364, Thomas. General 
Thomas, the “Rock of Chickamauga,” serves 
as the central image on this note with broad 
margins, wonderful paper originality, and 
embossing of the serials and seal.PMG Ch 
Unc 63EPQ. .................................... $2995

13. $20 1864, Fr. 191a, CITN. Of the 61 
pieces known, only 4 are graded nicer.
Though some restorations are noted by 
PCGS, this piece does not exhibit any major 
internal problems caused mainly by the 
deterioration of the bronzing encountered 
on mid-grade Compound Interest Notes. 
This pleasing type is dated Oct. 15, 1864. 
The Greensheet offers a wholesale price of 
$26k in VF 20--we’re proud to offer this for 
considerably less. PCGS VF 30. ..... $24,950

14. $1 1918 FRBN, Fr.709, Heraldic Eagle–
Boston. Note presents as an attractive Unc 
example. PMG Abt Unc 55. ................ $745

15. $1 1918 FRBN, Fr.737, Heraldic Eagle–
Kansas City. Teetering on the cusp of Gem, 
just like the KC Chiefs, this is a winner, too! 
PMG Ch Unc 64................................. $645

16. $2 1918 FRBN, Fr.757, Battleship–
Cleveland. An iconic deuce that has bright 
paper and an above-average appearance 
for the grade. PCGS VF 25. ................ $895

17. $10 1886 SC, Fr.294, Tombstone. 
Only 83 pcs in census for this scarcer lg. 
red spiked seal variety. Comment-free + 
attractive with Hendricks at center and 
beautiful ornate back. PMG VF 25. .... $2495

18. $1 1896 SC, Fr.224, Educational. “History 
Instructing Youth.”Generous margins for a 
series that comes tight. PCGS-B Ch Unc 
63PPQ. ........................................... $3495

19. $1 1896 SC, Fr. 224, Educational. Same 
great design as above, but more affordable. 
PMG Fine 12 ..................................... $425

20. $2 1896 SC, Fr.248, Educational.“Science 
presents Steam + Electricity to Commerce + 
Manufacture” New purchase with a great 
look! Hasn’t had time to be graded yet, but 
it’s a solid VF. .................................. $1995

21. $2 1896 SC, Fr.248, Educational. An 
affordable example of an iconic design that 
quickly becomes out of reach in higher 
grades. PMG Good 6. ........................ $525

SIGNIFICANT SERIALS:

22. $1 1977 FRN Serial Number One–
H00000001B. It’s hard to imagine one 
any nicer. This note has seemingly perfect 
margins, crisp corners, and the ultimate SN. 
Oh, and let’s not forget the true cherry on 
top—PMG Superb Gem Unc 67EPQ. . $9995

23. $1 1963-A FRN, Serial Number One–
L00000001C. Preserved in an ideal 
collector grade with a seemingly Unc 
appearance. Great choice! PMG Abt Unc 
55. ................................................. $4950

24. $10 1999 FRN Serial Number One–
BK00000001B. Big Head Design is very 
scarce for SN1s; this note presents several 
points above its assigned grade is a perfect 
opportunity to add a SN1 on a very attractive, 
gently handled note. PCGS-B EF 40. .. $4995

25. $1 1969-C FRN Serial Number Two–
D00000002B. Exponentially scarcer than 
SN1s as many were pulled for quality control 
at the BEP. Only SN 2 we’ve had in years. 
PMG Ch Unc 64EPQ. ....................... $2795

26. $1 2003-A FRN, Ladder–F87654321H. 
A complete 8-1 down ladder with even 
boardwalk margins that barely arrived in 
time to be included! PCGS-B Gem Unc 
66PPQ. ........................................... $2795

EXCITING ERRORS:

27. $2 1976 FRN, Double Print Deuce. 
Arguably the most dramatic US error ever 
produced. This sheet was fed through 
the overprint twice with 2 sets of different 
serial numbers, seals, and district numbers. 
Preserved in pristine condition. Certain to 
become the pinnacle of the collection it 
enters. PMG Gem Unc 65EPQ. ...... $19,995

28. $20 1977 FRN, Double Print Error. An 
exceptional mistake with the face printing 
applied twice offering a dramatic and scarce 
error. PMG Abt Unc 55EPQ. ............. $3995

29. $10 1993 FRN, Double Print Error. 
No need to wipe your eyes, this ‘drunken 
Hamilton’ will still look just as blurry. It 
received not one, but two, second printings 
making the face look distorted! Note looks 
Unc. PCGS EF 45PPQ. ..................... $2995

30. $10 1985 FRN, Double Print Error. 
Similar to the items above, this note received 
an additional printing, but rather than 
the face, this is a doubled back print! 
Pairs perfectly with the above options or 
a great one to add independently. PMG 
VF 30. ............................................. $2950


